NOTES.
A - MARKER POST TO BE 75x3.0 SHS, CAPPED EACH END.
   W/ 150x4 sq. BASE PLATE & 2/14# HOLES AS MARKED.
B - MARKER POST TO BE POWDER COATED "BLUE",
   AND CAST INTO POSITION AS DETAILED BELOW.
C - SIGNAGE FASTENERS TO BE 12mm BOOKER ROD
   W/12mm DOME HEAD BOLTS MADE TAMPER PROOF
   W/12mm DOME HEAD BOLTS MADE TAMPER PROOF
   W/40ø STAINLESS STEEL WASHERS.
D - SIGN TO BE "IMAGE METAL" OVER 4mm MARINE GRADE
   ALUMINIUM. ALUMINIUM PLATE TO BE FIXED TO SHS
   SUPPORT TUBE WITH CONCEALED COUNTER SUNK SELF TAPPING
   SCREWS. min 2 PER SUPPORT PRIOR TO LAMINATING.
E - SIGN SUPPORTS TO BE 2/25x1.2mm SHS POWDER COATED
   "BLUE" (LENGTH TO BE DETERMINED BY SIGN WIDTH +40mm)
F - ONE ADDITIONAL MARKER POST TO BE ADDED PER ADDITIONAL
   SIGNAGE, e.g. 2 POST = 1 SIGN, 3 POSTS = 2 SIGNS. etc

REFER NOTE C.

REFER NOTE E.

shs sign support
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